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(Chapter	
  1)	
  	
  V olcano

World is totally safe . . . right?

“We’re HERE!” shouted Megan.
“Yah, OK” said Rex.

“I’d still rather be playing video games.”

“REX! This is the BEST adventure park in the whole world!” said Megan.
“Besides, YOU were the one who chose Volcano World.”
“OK! OK!

OK! But if I get bored, I’m leaving!” Rex replied.

Megan started running. “Look!” she said. “The entrance - C’mon!”
While she waited for her chubby twin brother to catch up,
Megan stared through the view-port.
She gasped and whispered . . . “ D I N O S A U R S . ”
“Rex, Look! And over there!” she said, pointing to the dinos.
“I think we’re the first ones here.
Let’s go!” Megan said, pulling her brother onto the platform.
“Welcome to Volcano World,” boomed a voice from nowhere.
“We want you to have a safe and happy adventure.
So PLEASE follow these simple rules. (Ding)
First, put on the backpack in front of you.”
“I don’t see a . . .” muttered Rex,
as two backpacks appeared out of nowhere.
“Boy,” said Rex picking one up, “this is really heavy!
Maybe I’ll just leave it behind.”
“Don’t even THINK about it,”
boomed the voice from nowhere.
“You will need everything in it on your trip.”
“OK, OK,” mumbled Rex, pulling it on.
“(Ding) Rule # 2,” continued the voice,
“stay on the stone path or in your boat.
Otherwise, we cannot guarantee your safety.
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I repeat:

Volcano World can be VERY dangerous so PLEASE,
stay on the stone path or in your boat.”
“(Ding) One Final Rule: Once your adventure has begun,
you must complete the entire journey.
You will NOT be able to turn back!”
“Uh, I don’t know about that,” said Rex.
“What if I don’t like it? What if I get tired?”
“Rex, c’mon, PLEASE,” said Megan.
“You know Mom said we have to stay together.”
Rex shook his head - NO!
“I . . . I’ll . . . give you my next week’s allowance,” Megan pleaded.
“Oh alright,” Rex said, “but this better be worth it.”
WRITERS:	
  	
  What	
  else	
  could	
  Megan	
  have	
  done	
  to	
  convince	
  Rex	
  to	
  join	
  her?	
  

“One last thing,” said the voice from nowhere,
“things may not be what they seem, and
help is always near. So, have a safe journey
and enjoy Volcano World!”
With that, the entry doors shut with a “WHOOSH,”
and the portal into Volcano World opened.
“Please walk onto the stone ledge,” said the nowhere voice.
From the high ledge they saw an amazing world below.
“Look!” said Megan. “The Volcano is smoking!
And over there . . . see the forest and the river?”

	
  

Before Rex could answer, the ledge dropped like an elevator –
only FASTER. “AHHHH,” both kids screamed.
As it came to a sudden stop, a Pterosaur swooped in and said,
“Please climb on my back, and I’ll take you lower.”
ARTISTS:	
  	
  here’s	
  a	
  place	
  to	
  draw	
  Rex	
  and	
  Megan	
  on	
  their	
  way	
  down	
  into	
  Volcano	
  World.	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Megan jumped on but Rex looked pale and said,
“I don’t think I want to do this.” Then Megan said,
“Remember rule #3? We can’t go back, Rex.”
“Ok, Ok,” he said, climbing into a leather saddle
strapped to the dinosaur’s back.
The Pterosaur began to glide down, but then . . .
it FLIPPED OVER in mid-air!
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“AHHHH! H – E – L – P!” the kids screamed.
“Your parachutes will open in 3, 2, 1 . . .” said the voice from nowhere.
“Just in time to make a soft, easy landing.”
“You didn’t tell me we’d have to ride a DINOSAUR
and then fall and practically get killed,” Rex yelled as they landed.
“This is stupid and . . . AHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!” he screamed.
“Rex, what’s the matter?” Megan said, trying to calm him.
“There’s a . . . a . . . a - SNAKE!” Rex said, pointing to the ground.
“Rex, what is your problem?” Megan said, taking a closer look.
“Look at those beautiful eyes!”
	
  

“What are you talking about?” Rex moaned.
“In my video game, Demons from Outer Space,
the MONSTER is a horrible SNAKE. It could kill us.”
“Look,” said Megan, “it’s gone now. Besides, most snakes are harmless.”
“OK, OK,” said Rex. “Let’s just find the stupid path.
Why did I ever let you talk me into this?”
If	
  you	
  were	
  Megan,	
  what	
  would	
  you	
  say	
  to	
  Rex	
  to	
  help	
  him	
  feel	
  safe?	
  

Rex felt much safer when they were on the path.
Up ahead, on both sides of them, were high plateaus.

“RRROOOOOOAAAAARRRR!”
“What was that?” Rex asked in a wobbly voice.
“Sounds like a . . . dinosaur!” said Megan.
Then the earth began to shake.
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As Megan looked up, a long neck swooped down.
She was face to face with a mean-looking dino.
“Uh, Oh!” said Megan, “RUN!”
On the plateau above, the dino followed them.
“Stomp, Stomp, Stomp, Stomp!

R-O-O-O-O-O-A-R!”

“Rex, NO! Stay on the path!” Megan screamed
as she watched her brother run the wrong way.
Just then, another dinosaur came to the rescue.
It gently curled its large body around the children.
“You are safe now,” said this creature.
“But you must stay on the path, remember.”
The new dino roared something to the other one.
Then the mean-faced dino snorted loudly and stomped away.
ARTISTS:	
  	
  Here’s	
  a	
  place	
  to	
  draw	
  “snap-‐shots”	
  of	
  Rex	
  and	
  Megan’s	
  faces	
  ‘on	
  the	
  run’	
  	
  from	
  the	
  dino.	
  

Megan said softly to the friendly dinosaur,
“Have I . . . seen you before? Your eyes look so familiar.”
But in a wink, the dinosaur was gone,
and the children were on their way again.
It wasn’t long before they came to a small tropical forest.
The trees were tall, slender, and filled with color.
“Look at those amazing flowers!” Megan said to Rex.
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But he was too busy looking for munchies in his backpack to notice.
“Squawk!” came a voice from above.
“Stay away from the Jungle of Bad Things!” said the voice.
“Huh?” said Rex. “Who said that?” he asked, whirling around.
“Look up here, little boy!” squawked the voice again.
Megan and Rex looked up to see a giant 5-headed bird staring down at them.
ARTISTS:	
  	
  draw	
  what	
  they	
  saw	
  here:	
  

“Don’t be frightened,” said the beautiful bird.
“We won’t harm you.” “WE?” said Megan.
“Of course,” said five huge birds - all flapping their wings!
“Do you share the same nest?” Megan asked.
“Yes,” replied the birds. “We’re just fledglings, little girl.”
“Oh My,” said Megan, “they’re baby birds, Rex. They don’t fly yet.”
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“You gotta be kidding,” Rex replied.
“They’re bigger than ________________.”
“What did you say about the Jungle of Bad Things?” Megan interrupted.
“It’s near Cheetah’s cave, just up ahead,” squawked one of the birds.
“Don’t go near the cave or the forest,” said another.
“If you see Cheetah, hide in the Walking Forest,” said a third.
“The trees there are the color of ____________.”
“Yup,” said the fourth. “That’s Snake’s forest.”
“Snake is watching out for you,” said the fifth.
“YUK!” said Rex. “I’m not going anywhere near some slimy snake!”
Just then, a big blob of white stuff fell on Rex’s head.
“Poop!” he howled. “That bird pooped on me,”
Rex shouted, pointing up.
Then all around them poop was plopping like giant mud balls.
“Splat! Splosh! Plop!” “Let’s get outta here!” yelled Rex.
So the kids ran out of the forest and
followed the path north – to the river.
Uh Oh! Danger was lurking close behind.
Danger? Danger WHO? Well, who do you think?
The children passed too close to his cave.
It was Cheetah, that’s who!
But Snake was following too. Finally they came to a little lake.
There were boats lined up along the shore.
“It’s so HOT!” said Megan.
“HOT!” Rex agreed, plopping onto the ground.
(Ding) “Welcome to Clear Lake” came the voice from nowhere.
“Please take a minute to see what’s in your backpack.
Now would be the perfect time to fill your water pistols!”
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Both kids grinned as they filled their pistols
and splattered each other with sweet, cool water.
“Gotcha!” yelled Rex. “Now I got YOU,” laughed Megan,
chasing her brother around in circles.
(Ding) “We’re so glad you’re enjoying your journey,”
said the voice from nowhere.
“But it’s time to choose a canoe and head for the river.
Please stay in your boat until you get to Lake Atlantis!”
“Where’s the motor?” asked Rex, getting in.
“This is a canoe,” said Megan. “They don’t have motors.
We get to use paddles – Human Power!”
“Terrific!” said Rex. “Then YOU get to paddle first, Megan!”
“OK!” she said, paddling across the lake.
Passing the volcano, the kids stared at molten lava
flowing down into the water.
When they got to the mouth of the river Megan said,
“Rex, I’ve got to take pictures of the Volcano.
Will you paddle for awhile?”
“I guess so,” he replied.
He was just getting used to paddling
(and felt kind of proud of himself), when the paddle got stuck.
“C’mon” he said, jerking the paddle hard. “What the . . .?”
“BIG MOUTH!

TEETH!

SHARK!

AHHHHH!” yelled Rex,

waving his arms wildly in the air.
The boat rocked from side to side and
Megan was holding on for dear life.
“Rex, where’s the paddle?” she asked, shaking.
“UH, uh . . . I think the Shark has it?”
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“NO!” said Megan. “Now we’re in BIG trouble.”
Just then the Shark surfaced again.
Splashing its tail, it made a HUGE wave.
The wave pushed their little canoe onto a rocky ledge.
“Out, OUT,

OUT!” yelled Rex.

They got out just in time, too!
Because the Shark _________________________.
And that was the end of their little canoe.
ARTISTS:	
  here’s	
  a	
  place	
  to	
  draw	
  Rex	
  and	
  Megan	
  with	
  the	
  Shark	
  

	
  

The Shark had a big grin on his face as he dove underwater.
“What do we do now?” moaned Rex.
Megan was looking over the edge of the ledge.
“It’s only about 50 feet down,” she said,
pulling a rope out of her backpack.
“We can rappel down the cliff!”
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(Chapter	
  2)	
  –	
  N ow

we’re REALLY off the path . . .

“OK, OK . . . are you CRAZY?” Rex cried. “NO WAY!”
Megan tied the rope around a big rock
and began to climb down.
“Don’t worry,” she cried, “I’ll help you!”
When she got to the bottom she yelled up,
“It’s easy, Rex. Just loop the rope under you and climb down.”
“I can’t do it!” Rex hollered. “Yes you can, Rex.
I’ll buy you a new video game,” Megan pleaded, “just try.”
But Rex yelled down over and over, “No - No – NO WAY!”
Little did he know that danger was very near.
Cheetah was sneaking up behind him.
Meanwhile, down below:
“May I help you?” came a voice from somewhere.
Megan looked down. “You look s-o-o-o familiar!” she said.
“Are you the snake we met before? YOUR EYES!
They look like the friendly dinosaur’s eyes!” she went on.
“You see things most people don’t,” replied the snake.
I am a magical being. I can change into other things.
But at heart, I am Snake.”
“Can you help me get my brother down?” Megan asked.
“Yes, but I don’t want to scare him,” replied Snake.
“What makes him feel comfortable?”
“He loves video games. Can you change into that?” she replied.
“No,” said Snake. “I can only change into living things.”
“What about a tree?” she asked again.
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“Yup! But Rex would still have to climb down me,” Snake answered.
“Maybe a giraffe?” Megan asked again.
“Of course!” Snake said, nodding.
In a blink, a beautiful long-necked giraffe stood beside her.
It reached it’s very, very, very long neck up to Rex.

It will be easy for him to slide down, Megan thought.
But was it already TOO LATE?
For Cheetah was ready to pounce!
“SNARL” hissed Cheetah. “AHHHH,” screamed Rex as he passed out.
In a blink, Giraffe scooped the boy up and lowered him to safety.
Cheetah looked over the edge of the ledge,
snarling and hissing and plotting revenge.
“You must go quickly!” said Giraffe as he licked the boy’s face.
“Yick! Yuk!” said Rex, wiping his face.
The kids could see the lake from where they stood.
They began to run. But Cheetah moved faster than lightning!
He scrambled down from the ledge and was about to attack when . . .
Snake became a piece of flying meat - neat!
It flew right past Cheetah’s eyes. Cheetah could not resist!
He chased that meat and tumbled into Snake’s trap – a pit!
The kids were safe – for now!
“Lake Atlantis!” yelled Megan and Rex, when they reached the shore.
A dolphin swam up to meet them, smiling.
“Please hop on my back and I’ll carry you across,” she said.
“Jump into one of the boats as soon as we land,” said Dolphin.
“See those mean-looking trees in Crock-a-Swamp?” she squealed.
“They are Hook-a-Look trees. They will capture you if they can!”
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When they landed, Dolphin said,
“Careful now, those trees are sneaky.” But it was too late!
The Hook-a-Look trees had already GRABBED Megan and Rex!
With a terrible laugh, the trees
tossed the kids from one to another.
“Let’s feed them to Crocodile,” cried one Hook-a-Look.
Dangling Megan and Rex over the swamp, like bait, it called out:
______________________________
Crocodile swam over quickly. “Num, Num, Num,” she said,
“nice juicy kids for lunch, MMMMMM!”
“S N A R L ,” came Cheetah’s voice from the other bank.
He had escaped from the pit and was looking for revenge!
Both kids screamed, “AHHHH, Help, HELP, PLEASE!”
But there was NO escape.
The mean Hook-a-Look dropped them into the swamp, laughing.
Just then, a HUGE Turtle appeared below them.
“How weird!” said Rex as he landed with a bump.
“Hold on, Kids,” said the Turtle.
It carried them to another safe path and dropped them off.
Megan looked into Turtle’s eyes and said, “Thank You, Snake.”
“Huh?” said Rex, “Let’s get out of here!”

(Chapter	
  3)	
  –	
  D own,

Down DOWN we go . . .

Following the path, it didn’t take them long
to reach the Waterfall, where a roller coaster was waiting.
They got in and . . . WHOOSH, down the falls they flew.
Deeper and deeper they went, through layers of water and rock.
An energy shield kept them safe as they saw
__________________ on their way down.
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Finally they both shouted, “We’re at the CENTER OF THE EARTH!”
Uh Oh! Then rocks started falling. “Take cover!” yelled Megan,
as she jumped from the ride. But Rex didn’t make it out in time.
When the falling rocks stopped, Megan called, “Rex . . . REX . . . ARE YOU OK?”
Then she heard – from under a pile of rocks “I’m OK . . . OK?! JUST GET ME OUT OF HERE!”
The energy shield was still working! WHEW!
And who should appear then but . . . you guessed, didn’t you?
Yes, that soft-eyed Wooly Mammoth was really SNAKE!
It tip-toed up to Megan and said in a gentle, low voice,
“I’ll lift up the rocks and you pull him out – OK?”
As Rex came tumbling out of the rock pile,
he saw the Mammoth and yelled, “I’m out of here!”
He started running before Megan could say,
“He’s our friend, Rex. STOP!”
So Megan ran after him yelling, “Stay on the safe path!”
“Stomp . . . Stomp . . . Stomp . . . R-O-O-A-A-R-R!
The earth was shaking behind them. Both kids knew what that meant.
Rex got scared, ran off the path, and Megan followed him.
“AHHHHHH!” screamed the kids.
This time, five meat-eating dinos were chasing them.
“We’re gonna get you!” roared the dinosaurs.
“Yum, Yum, Yum! We’ll have dinner tonight, boys,”
said the biggest one.
Up ahead was a deep lake.
Megan started to run around it, but Rex froze on a ledge.
The Dinos were going so fast they ran over the edge,
falling into deep, dark water.
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“I’m safe!” Rex whispered. “Oh No! Now I’m slipping . . .”
Then out of nowhere a vine appeared. “Grab me,” it said.
So he grabbed hold and flew across the lake, where Megan waited.
“How lucky was THAT?” Rex yelled as he landed.
“It wasn’t luck, Rex. It was . . .”

“SNARL!”

“Not AGAIN!” hollered Rex as Cheetah appeared.
Before they could move, a Venus flytrap snapped up the kids.
It grinned at Cheetah and walked away.
But Cheetah noticed that this flytrap had EYES.
Instead of leaving, Cheetah hid and watched.
“I knew it!” he muttered, as Snake dropped the kids on the safe path again.
When Snake changed back to himself, Cheetah grabbed him.
“We have to help Snake!” Megan cried.
“No Way!” Rex moaned. “Let’s get out of here!”
But when Megan explained everything, Rex said, “Gee, I didn’t know.”
Then the two kids came up with a plan so CRAZY that it worked!
You see, they__________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
And that’s how Megan and Rex saved Snake.
Just in time, too, ‘cause the Volcano was getting ready to blow.
The kids had to go, so Snake became a funnel of wind.
He blew them out of the Volcano, then changed into a giant bird.
Flying the kids back to the entrance, Snake became himself again.
Rex and Megan looked into Snake’s beautiful eyes and said,
_______________________________.
And as Snake returned to his world,
the kid’s watched Volcano Fireworks, then headed on home.

Well, That’s

The End

– For Now

